
WWF-UK: Sustainable Finance

Impact of climate change on 
investor portfoliosEstablish the impact of climate change on returns and demonstrate why 
climate related risk factors should be considered by investors
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‘Together, saving our 
shared heritage’Engage the financial sector to protect natural world heritage 
sites from the risk of harmful industrial activities

2

Water & 
BankingWork with banks in India to enable proactive operational 
and strategic integration of water risks and opportunities 
within lending

3

Sustainable Finance Policy and Data
Multi-stakeholder collaboration with the finance sector, governments, 
and the OECD. 

4

Key 
Initiative

s



1. Impact of climate change on Investor Portfolios

‘Investing in a time of 
Climate Change’-

Mercer (2015)

• Link between climate change, investor

returns

• Redirecting financial flows to climate-

friendly alternatives

Climate related 
disclosures by Financial 

Institutions

• Reporting of exposure to climate 

related risks and opportunities

• Engagement with IOSCO on TCFD

Partners

• Asset Consultants

• Investors

• Data Providers

• Regulators



1. Impact of climate change on Investor Portfolios

Climate impact on Returns by Industry Sector (Mercer, 2015)



2. ‘Together, sharing our shared heritage’

WWF-SIGHT 

• Conservation intelligence based on

geospatial and remote sensing data

• Real-time, credible information to

provide early intel

UNPSI Pledge

• Insurance sector pledge to protect  

World Heritage Sites

• Based on United Nations Principles of 

Sustainable Insurance (UNPSI)

Partners

• WWF- UK, Norway, Switzerland

• UNPSI, UNESCO

• Insurance companies

• Governments



2. ‘Together, sharing our shared heritage’

Snapshot from SIGHT tool to depict WHS sites threatened by extractives activity



3. Water and Banks

Report

• The risks and opportunities from water

to banks in India

• Role of banks in ensuring sustainable

water management

Systemic influence

• Engagement with regulator and 

policymakers for systemic change 

• Enhancing tools to enable integration 

of water risks at a sectoral level

Partners

• WWF-India, WWF-UK

• Indian Banks

• Indian Banks’ Association

• Regulators: RBI, SEBI

• Government 



3. Water and Banks

Cotton Rice

Wheat Sugarcane

Water scarcity levels for major crops in India



4. Policy and ESG Assessment by financial 
institutions 

Engagement with the 
OECD

• OECD guide- ‘Responsible business

conduct for institutional investors’

• Enabling robust environmental due-

diligence by institutional investors

Other engagement on 
ESG

• Sustainability v ESG

• Engagement with Data providers

Partners

• OECD

• Other NGOs

• Institutional Investors

• Banks



4. Policy and ESG Assessment by financial 
institutions 




